
Chapter 1

Introduction to Matlab

Matlab Matrix laboratory is an interactive software system for numerical
computations and graphics. It can solve large systems of equations efficiently and
is therefore useful for solving differential equations and optimization problems. It
also provides excellent means for data visualization and has symbolic capabilities.

1.1 The MATLAB Environment

1.1.1 Calling Matlab
To start the Matlab, click on Start menu and then select Programs followed by
Matlab and finally Matlab R2007b, i.e. the sequence

Start⇒Programs⇒Matlab⇒Matlab R2007b
After a initiation sequence Matlab will appear and is as shown in Figure 1.1.

Using the default settings Matlab appears with 3 active sub-windows, other tools
can be started from the view menu. The details of the windows are given in Table
1.1

Table 1.1: Useful commands

Window Description
Command Window Used to type commands in at the >> prompt.
Command History Gives a list of recent commands.
Current Directory Allows you to access files in a different directory
Workspace Shows the name of each variable and its value.
Help Lists all primary help topics
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1.1. The MATLAB Environment 
 
 

 

Figure 1.1: MATLAB Environment

Typing Commands

All commands are typed at the Matlab prompt, i.e.the symbol >>. They are then
sent to Matlab to be implemented by pressing the [Enter] key. Some of the useful
commands are as shown in table 1.2

Table 1.2: Desktop Window

Command Description
help Help
who, whos Get list of variables
clear Clears all variables in the Workspace
clc Clear Command Window
close all Deletes all figures whose handles are not hidden
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1.2. Basic Arithmetic Operations

1.2 Basic Arithmetic Operations
Matlab has a wide range of functions and is able to use complex numbers as well
as reals. The basic mathematical operators are shown in Table 1.3

Table 1.3: Arithmetic Operators

Symbol Operation Symbol Operation Symbol Operation
+ Addition – Subtraction * Multiplication
/ Division ∧ Power .’ Transpose
.* Element-by-Element Multiplication
./ Element-by-Element Division
.∧ Element-by-Element Power
= Assignment operator

1.3 Relational and Logical Operators

1.3.1 Relational Operators
MATLAB has 6 relational operators to make comparisons between variables. The
summary of the relational operators are shown in Table 1.4

Table 1.4: Relational Operators

Symbol Operation Symbol Operation Symbol Operation
= = equal ∼ = not equal < Less than
<= Less than or equal > Greater than
> = Greater than or equal

1.3.2 Logical Operators
MATLAB has three logical operators. The summary of the relational operators
are shown in Table 1.5

Table 1.5: Logical Operators

Symbol Operation Symbol Operation Symbol Operation
& AND | OR ∼ NOT
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1.3. Relational and Logical Operators

1.3.3 Scripts and functions M Files
M-files are text files containing MATLAB code. Use the MATLAB Editor to
create a file containing the statements typed at the MATLAB command line. Save
the file under a name that ends in .m.

Create a new m-file from the File ⇒ New menu or the New button on the
Toolbar.

The built-in Editor for creating and modifying m-files is as shown in Figure
1.2
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.2: The built-in Editor for creating m-files:
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1.4. Matrices and Vectors

1.4 Matrices and Vectors
In the MATLAB, a vector refers to a one dimensional (1 × NorN × 1) matrix,
commonly referred to as an array in other programming languages. A matrix
generally refers to a 2-dimensional array, i.e. an m × n array where m and n are
greater than or equal to 1. Arrays with more than two dimensions are referred to
as multidimensional arrays. Some of the important commands used are shown in
Table 1.6

Table 1.6: Important Matrix Functions

Function Operation Syntax
Single quote (’) Transpose B=A’
; Suppresses printing
max(A) Largest elements in array A B=max(A)
min(A) Smallest element in vector A B=min(A)
mean(A) Average value of array A B=mean(A)
median(A) Median value of array A B=median(A)
abs(A) Absolute value A B=abs(A)
dot(A,B) scalar product of the vectors A and B C=dot(A,B)
ones Creates matrix with ones X = ones(r,c)
zeros Creates matrix with zeros X = zeros(r,c)
diag(x) Creates squared matrix with vector x in diagonal A = diag(x)
size(A) Return dimensions of matrix [r, c] = size(A)
sum(A) Vector with sum of columns v = sum(A)

A matrix with only one row is called a row vector. A row vector can be created
in Matlab as (note the commas): Vector x = [1 2 5 1]

x = 1 2 5 1 A matrix with only one column is called a column vector. A column
vector can be created in MATLAB as

Vector x = [1; 2; 5; 1]

x =

 1
4
7


Matrix x = [1 2 3; 4 5 6; 7 8 9]

y =

 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9


Transpose y = x.’
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1.5. Plotting Commands

y =


1
2
5
1


1.4.1 Colon Operator

Symbol Operation
i:j i, i+1, . . ., j

i:j:k i, i+j, i+2j,. . ., k
A(:i) i th column of A
A(i,:) i th row of A
A(i:j) A(i), A(i+1), . . ., A(k)

A(:,i:j) A(:,i), A(:,i+1), . . ., A(:,k)
A(:) All the elements of A, converting into single column

1.5 Plotting Commands
The details of the Plotting Commands description is summarized in Table

Graph Functions
Function Operation Syntax
plot Linear plot plot(x,y)
stem Discrete plot stem(x,y)
grid Add grid lines
xlabel Add X-axis label xlabel(’Value of θ)’)
ylabel Add Y-axis label ylabel(’Vaue of sin(θ)’)
title Add graph title ylabel(’Plot of sin(θ)’)
legend Adds a legend box legend(fun1,fun2)
subplot Divide figure window subplot(r,c,l)
figure Create new figure window
pause Wait for user response
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1.5. Plotting Commands

Graph Functions
Symbol Colour Symbol Line style
r red .,o point, circle
g green * star
b blue x,+ x-mark, plus
y yellow - solid line
m magenta – dash line
c cyan : dot line
k black -. dash-dot line

%Program to demonstrate the ploting
clc; clear all; close all;
x=1:.1:25;
y1=sin(x);
y2=cos(x);
y3=sin(3*x);
y4=cos(3*x);
stem(x,y1)
xlabel(’x axis’);ylabel(’value of y’);title(’sin(x)’,’t’)
hold on
plot(x,y2,’r’)
legend(’stem plot’,’continous plot’)
figure
subplot(2,2,1); plot(x,y1,’m-’); title(’sin(x)’)
subplot(2,2,2); plot(x,y2,’r*’); title(’cos(x)’)
subplot(2,2,3); plot(x,y3,’c-’); title(’sin(3*x)’)
subplot(2,2,4);plot(x,y4,’r’,’linewidth’, 2);
title(’cos(3*x)’);grid;legend(’sin(3*x)’)

%To demonostrate the exponential plot
clc;clear all; close all;
n = 0:20;
x = 0.8.ˆn;
stem(n,x,’filled’,’b’,’LineWidth’,2)
grid
xlabel(’Time Index (n)’)
ylabel(’x[n]’)
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1.6. Matlab Conditional Structures
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Figure 1.3: Demonstration of plot
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Figure 1.4: Demonstration of plot

1.6 Matlab Conditional Structures

1.6.1 If-else Statement
The if statement evaluates a logical expression and executes a group of statements
when the expression is true. The optional elseif and else keywords provide for the
execution of alternate groups of statements. An end keyword, which matches the
if, terminates the last group of statements.
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1.6. Matlab Conditional Structures
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Figure 1.5: Demonstration of plot

if expression cond.
sentences

elseif expr. cond.
sentences

else
sentences

end

1.6.2 Switch and Case Statement
The switch statement executes groups of statements based on the value of a
variable or expression. The keywords case and otherwise delineate the groups.
Only the first matching case is executed. There must always be an end to match
the switch.

n=2
switch(n)

case 1
M = eye(3)

case 2
M = zeros(3)

end
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1.7. User Defined Functions

1.6.3 Matlab Iteration Structures
For loop

The for loop repeats a group of statements a fixed, predetermined number of times.
The scope of the for statement is always terminated with a matching end.

for variable = expr
sentence; ... sentence;

end
Example:
for i = 1:4

for j = 1:4
A = A(i,j);

end end

While loop

The while loop repeats a group of statements an indefinite number of times under
control of a logical condition. A matching end delineates the statements.

m=10
while m>1

s=s+10
m=m-1

end

1.7 User Defined Functions
A function is simply an m-file that begins with the word function.

Syntax

function [out1, out2, ...] = funname(in1,in2, ...)

Description

function [out1, out2, ...] = funname(in1, in2, ...) defines function funname that
accepts inputs in1, in2, etc. and returns outputs out1, out2, etc.
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1.7. User Defined Functions

Example

In the following example funname1 is the function name and the input parameters
are l and b which are passed from the main program. The output Area is calculated
and returned back to the main function.

function[Area]=funname1(l,b)
Area=b*l;

In the following example funname1 is the function name and the input
parameters are l and b which are passed from the main program. The output
are Area perimeter which are calculated and returned back to the main function.

function[Area,peri]=funname1(l,b)
Area=b*l;
peri=2*(b+l);

The main function which is used in this example is

% This is program to demonstrate the user defined function
clc; clear all; close all;
% To find an area and perimeter of rectangle
length = input(’Enter the length of rectangle:’);
bredth = input(’Enter the bredth of rectangle:’);
Area1=fun1(length, bredth);
disp(’The area of rectangle is’)
Area1

[Area1 perimeter]=fun2(length, bredth);
disp(’The area of rectangle is’)
Area1

disp(’The perimeter of rectangle is’)
perimeter
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